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Aerfeldt: Painter 

 

“I am interested in evoking a sense of time in my work - a blurred sense of time and 

consciousness, where the past and present merge and collide, where memory and 

the present moment combine”. Aerfeldt 

 

Aerfeldt wrote this about her Heav’n & Hell exhibition of 2004, she was referring 

back into the past times of childhood. In 2008 as I watched the artist working on 

new paintings for the Wyer Gallery I began to think that the same sentiment still 

prevailed, though with a different significance, perhaps a vaster sense of time, a 

more massive import. 

 

As I watched the furious concentration of the painter in her studio, gazing at 

Avalanche Knitter, painting more, painting over, sighing swabbing brushing gazing 

changing scale scrubbing drawing pouring paint, drawing again, sighing, gazing 

again, the painter no doubt convinced that her every new move was the wrong 

move, I had a notion that the past and the present were again merging and colliding 

in the paint to make this picture. But what memories, whose present, which times 

and whose consciousness? I had an idea that some much bigger and older memories 

were jiggling at the edges of the images. 

 

From the Heav’n & Hell children standing and idling around impertinently in front of 

baroqueries from The Prado Aerfeldt has moved through owls sequined but still 

predatory (Owl series 2006) to lavish 17th century ladies outrageously adorned with 

giant pendant horses poodles and dolls (Flying Visitation 2006) to languid girls 

sporting towering coiffures that should surely, like their 18th century predecessors, 

catch fire in the Café Royal. Except that these girls were modern and were lolling 

about knitting with fat pink wool on fat needles (Chelsea College MA Show 

2007).And then there are the paintings for the Wyer Gallery Show in 2008, here 

illustrated. 

 

W.H.Auden said ‘Pleasure is by no means an infallible guide, but it is the least 

fallible’. To look at  Aerfeldt’s work is a great pleasure for me,  I really enjoy these 

paintings of inestimable elegance, but they do seem to be wrapped around 

enigmatic warnings of something alarming; what would that be? Well as the viewer I 



have the privilege of making up the story. And so to start the tale I asked the artist 

where had she started from?  

 

It seems that Aerfeldt started messing about with oil paints in the shed in her 

family’s back garden when she was twelve years old. Aerfeldt is still messing about 

with oil paint. 

 

In Avalanche Knitter paint pours down the mountain behind the unconcerned knitter 

and as the paint pours it melts the icy mountain tops and sweeps down with a snowy 

ferocity of cold and disaster, cracking the trees to the rhythms of clacking needles. 

 

I decided that in some probably metaphysical way these paintings were being driven 

by the paint as much as by any idea; that the painter wasn’t colouring in a 

predetermined image, the painter was messing with the paint, and the paint was 

messing with my mind. 

 

In Moonface there is a fiery urban disaster as the backdrop to smoky cloud rimmed 

Artemis, face scarred pocked and pitted, taking flowers, like transubstantiated 

hosts, by mouth. Lead white covers and creates the pocks, the craters. 

In Ironing Lady the big eyes of what I now realise must be one of a series of portraits 

of the Fates, the manifestations of Destiny, catch me with a careless gaze as she 

casually lets her iron set the forests on fire. Meantime I am caught by the 

illusionistic paint job on the cord of the iron, describing a truth that these cords are 

malicious, unbending and coarse. 

 

In these works I sense a strongly humanist, strongly politically motivated embodied 

meaning. And as I believe that the embodiment of meaning in the arts carries most 

easily, for me, through its presentation to the senses then the aesthetic of the paint 

job that supports the picture is very important, it is a sensual pleasure. 

 

Aerfeldt’s paint is very exciting, in parts controlled tonal work, in parts lavish, 

creamy, impasto, in parts fluid, always vital, sometimes brazen, reliable and 

comforting in it’s remaking of the seeming rigidity of recent tight realism. Despite 

the embodied meaning which is chattering at me I can take pleasure in the paint 

itself, the vitality of the paint not only makes an illusion of reality but creates a 

parallel world of brushstrokes. This is confident painting. 



Aerfeldt said she found that her time in Chelsea Art College was very important to 

her handling of paint, she began to think more about the surface of the painting, 

the materiality of painting, and the many different ways to apply paint, to work 

with paint and surface, and to use paint as the vehicle for ideas and how paint 

drives a picture along. To make an idea using paint is not the same as making a 

picture from a photo or a collage of Photoshop, the idea comes along, then paint 

drives the idea into a picture. 

 

So is this where Aerfeldt starts? As well as by drawings doodles, taking photographs 

and thinking while she works, Aerfeldt gets to these ideas by messing about with oil 

paint. This is what I saw in Montpellier as the painter in her studio painted and 

muttered and stepped back and looked and messed with the paint. I think it isn’t 

new, I think it’s a continuous thread, this thinking and this development of the work 

at the same time, this conceptual art. 

 

In the Baroque period, which Aerfeldt references from time to time, the notion of 

disegno which meant both design and drawing and signalled creativity (Latin dis + 

signum = representation by signs) was developed into concetti.  Disegno was, in the 

Renaissance considered to be drawing-the conception of a work and by extension 

the work of art in ideal Platonic form which existed only in the artist's mind.  This 

developed into concetti, which was considered as a transformation of a thought 

through several stages or the route from the object to its significance. Or its 

embodied meaning. I believe I know that part of the meaning is the inexorable 

nature of climate change in our times, I might be wrong but that’s what I saw and I 

think that Aerfeldt brings back Frederick Nietzsche’s idea of the artist when she 

mixes art and myth, when she muddles the rubrics and the compartments of 

concepts, presenting new transcriptions, metaphors, and metonymies…  

 

I suppose we all know what Nietzsche said about God, I don’t know what the artist 

thinks about it but I think her Gods are sitting in the paint, contentedly knitting and 

looking at us with eyes like the lamps of heaven. And they may well be the Fates, 

but as Aerfeldt’s forebears hark from Estonia they are probably called the Norns. 

Knitting ironing and eating the flowers, Clotho combs the wool and spins the thread 

of life, Lachesis measures the thread of life, and Atropos cuts the thread of life. 

These are inexorable actions. And Aerfeldt may have painted the dynamic of 

disaster and the complacency of these inexorable acts of time and fate. 



I had caught a thought from Auden so I wandered back in to his work and found this: 

 

The stars are dead. The animals will not look. 

We are left alone with our day, and the time is short, 

and  

History to the defeated 

May say Alas but cannot help or pardon. 

 

Maureen Gordon 2009 
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